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About This Game

Go head to head with a brand new massive quiz game on PC. From a team of former Buzz! developers, you’ve never played
anything like It’s Quiz Time before:

IT’S HUGE

Over 25,000 questions make this the largest quiz game ever on PC.

INTELLIGENT PERSONAL GAME HOST

Meet Salli, the latest in AI-technology. Witty and devious, she’ll pit you against friends and family, encourage you, and put you
to the test as you play along.

EVERYONE CAN PLAY

With thousands of categories to choose from, it’s perfect for all ages! From cartoons to video games, sports and history: we’ve
got you covered.

USE YOUR SMARTPHONE

Up to 8 players can simultaneously play together using their smartphones! Take selfies, hide your answers, and share with your
friends - It’s Quiz Time gives you a whole new way to play.
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PACKED WITH GAME MODES

Play along with topical quizzes based on real world events, grab your controller for the Solo Score Attack, customise your round
playlist, and more!

INTERACTIVE STREAMING

Broadcast your game on Twitch, YouTube, or Mixer, in the innovative Live Show mode, where you can compete with up to
10,000 viewers.

So grab your smartphone and join Salli for the biggest party trivia game on PC with It’s Quiz Time!

Note: Some features require the It’s Quiz Time: Companion App. The app requires smartphones compatible with at least iOS
7.0 or Android 4.4 (KitKat).
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Title: It's Quiz Time
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Snap Finger Click
Publisher:
Vision Games Publishing LTD
Release Date: 30 Nov, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 8 / 10 - 64-bit

Processor: 2Ghz Intel CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1024MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 10 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German
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If you enjoy playing a game of trivia with friends or family and you all have a smartphone at hand then you really can’t go
wrong with It’s Quiz Time… In fact, it’s really quite a good game! The overall visual look of it is great and it has this really
pleasing visual presentation that makes it feel like an actual gameshow of sorts. There is also the AI host who uses some form of
text to speech to engage players and will continually throw shade at your oldest player; it’s just all done really well within the
confines and limitations you would expect for a party game like this! There are plenty of different segments that are used
throughout the rounds and they really do vary up the gameplay and you will have your favourite segments. In all honesty there
isn’t really a quiz game like this on Steam (to my knowledge) and to be honest I feel like this game gets a much harsher
reception than it deserves… Admittedly sometimes the questions can be a little bit generic or outright obscure and the game will
often take question themes and run with them for example fastest animal between said animals, or tallest etc. But overall this is
a fun game to play with friends and family in a living room setting (even the older people will get involved)! I mean, you need to
find some games to make a Steam Link worth while!. Very well done. Love the idea of updates to keep it current & fresh.
Definitely needs an online multiplayer please like Buzz! had. Please!
Otherwise, great job....... wanted something different to a board game, something new. i found it. i don't care about other
players and streaming etc, as i just wanted it for a few of the family, we logged in (in the same room quiz) it kicked off lol.
brilliant fun. Very well done. Love the idea of updates to keep it current & fresh. Definitely needs an online multiplayer please
like Buzz! had. Please!
Otherwise, great job....... This game is an absolute piece of
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 don't spend any money on it. Couldn't even play the
bloody \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game.
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.
Thank you.
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This game is an absolute piece of ♥♥♥♥ing♥♥♥♥♥♥ don't spend any money on it. Couldn't even play the bloody ♥♥♥♥ing
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ game. ♥♥♥♥.
Thank you.. I love Jackbox style phone party games... this isn't my favorite. Dull rounds that go on for way too long and tasks
that aren't explained enough leaving your group scratching their heads. On the plus side, the host is cute for the first few minutes
(getting more sarcastic and obnoxious as the game progresses) and the game visually is pleasing at first glance. But, the graphics
get repetitive once you see the same backdrops over and over.

The questions themselves aren't horrible and it's nice that they give you questions based on your birthday, but a majority of the
questions feel less suited for a trivia game and more for doing homework.

Didn't keep my parties attention including mine.. I love Jackbox style phone party games... this isn't my favorite. Dull rounds
that go on for way too long and tasks that aren't explained enough leaving your group scratching their heads. On the plus side,
the host is cute for the first few minutes (getting more sarcastic and obnoxious as the game progresses) and the game visually is
pleasing at first glance. But, the graphics get repetitive once you see the same backdrops over and over.

The questions themselves aren't horrible and it's nice that they give you questions based on your birthday, but a majority of the
questions feel less suited for a trivia game and more for doing homework.

Didn't keep my parties attention including mine.. Fantastic party game .. Love it.. Bought before the holidays, as I was looking
for some party games to play with family and friends. For the most part the game has been an absolute blast and would
recommend to those who are after aBuzz like game for PC.
There has been the occasional technical area when playing in larger groups with everyone on the same network, sometimes the
app freezes or looses connection, but the majority of games have been hassel free.. This game is an absolute piece of
♥♥♥♥ing♥♥♥♥♥♥ don't spend any money on it. Couldn't even play the bloody ♥♥♥♥ing ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ game. ♥♥♥♥.
Thank you.. Fantastic party game .. Love it.. I generally like quiz-based games. This one has plenty of content (as you probably
guessed), and it can be pretty challenging, but the narrator has one of those speech-to-text voices, which I found to be fairly
annoying. A placeholder voice is fine in an early access title, but not in a full release, in my opinion. I would have preferred a
voiceless speech-bubble presentation or something similar (e.g., Nintendo-style) instead of the current presentation.

Would I still recommend this? Yes, but barely. Unless you have to have it right now, I recommend waiting for a discount. You
can find similar games for free for most mobile devices.. Every time I play this - whether on my own channel with my viewers,
or as a viewer in someone else's channel - I enjoy it. The byplay with the AI host (Salli) is a huge part of what makes this game
fun; she speaks with near-perfect inflection (unlike most text-to-speech synthesizers) and responds to a wide variety of
situations. "Rosuav, contrary to all expectations, you got that question right." (Ouch!) If you like the idea of pitting your wits
against an AI that learned from the GLaDOS school of insults, you will LOVE this game.

Oh, and did you know Salli speaks multiple languages? I've no idea how many, and maybe she's not as fluent in all of them, but
you can challenge yourself against a German quizmaster, or a Dutch one, or several others besides.
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